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Quantum Dot Cellular Automata (QCA)
[1] Snider, 1999
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QCA States
0 State 1 State
[1] Snider, 1999
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QCA Wires
[1] Snider, 1999
Fixed Charge Mobile Charge
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QCA Wires
[1] Snider, 1999
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QCA Inverter
[1] Snider, 1999
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QCA Majority Gate
A B C Out
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1
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QCA Majority Gate
A B C Out
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
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1 1 0 1
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Molecular Quantum Dot Cellular Automata
[2] Lent, 2002
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SET Structure





























Change in island potential 
when an electron is added 
to the island
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SET Charging Energy
𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐 = 𝑒𝑒22𝐶𝐶Σ
𝐸𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = 12𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉2Energy stored in a capacitor
Charging energy of an SET
∆𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 = −𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶Σ
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Measurement Setup
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Measured SET at 300 mK
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Dolan Bridge Process
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Dolan Bridge Process
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SET Charge Detector
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SET Charge Detector
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SET Charge Detector: Prototype Experiment
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Compensated SET Measurement Setup
Gate Compensation
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00
SET Charge Detector: 5 mV Signal
Charge Measurement Charge Effect on Device
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−1+1
SET Charge Detector: 5 mV Signal
5 mV
Charge Measurement Charge Effect on Device
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+1−1
SET Charge Detector: 5 mV Signal
5 mV
Charge Measurement Charge Effect on Device
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SET Charge Detector: 5 mV Signal
Charge Measurement Charge Effect on Device
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SET Charge Detector: 50 mV Signal
00
Charge Measurement Charge Effect on Device
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SET Charge Detector: 50 mV Signal
50 mV
−1+1
Charge Measurement Charge Effect on Device
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SET Charge Detector: 50 mV Signal
Charge Measurement Charge Effect on Device
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Compensated Measurement
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Measuring a Double Dot
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